
INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS OF THE ZAGREB 
JEWISH COMMUNITY

Ву Ivo GoldsteinThe Federation of Jewish Religious Communities was esta- blished in 1919 in Zagreb, but Belgrade was chosen for its head- quarters. “The original idea was to establish the Federation as a manifestation of our unity in an enlarged common country and a permanent common interpreter of all the aspirations and ne- eds of our community.” In time, the “Federation tumed into an intermediary between the state authorities and our community, gradually its cultural and national programs gained shape” and it later “became capable of autonomously performing a host of tasks related to the Jewish community, thus tuming into an of- ficial authority in its own right”.1 2 Of course, the Belgrade head- quarters was also in charge of all the intemational contacts.

1 Minutes of the 5th session of the Federation’s Main Board,' Јапиагу 23-
25, 1938, Jewish Historical Museum, Belgrade, 3

2 See: Ristović, Jevreji (The Jews), various places.

The situation changed in 1933, when Hitler’s accession to power set off the first mass migrations of the German Jews. In the early days, they crossed the territories of France, the Net- herlands, Switzerland, and Czechoslovakia, while these countri- es were still allowing them transit, in order to reach European ports and sail off to Great Britain and the United States. Here again, Yugoslavia played an important role.2As most refugees traveled by train, Zagreb, which is con- veniently situated at the point of conjunction of the continent’s main railway corridors, became the countr/s major refugee center. From there, roads led further to the East, towards Pale- stine or the Adriatic ports of Rijeka and Split, points of depar- ture for many.



What is more, there was a 12,000-strong Jewish commu- nity in Zagreb in the period between the two world wars. The Belgrade and Sarajevo Jewish communities were similar to it in size, but the one in Zagreb excelled in economic strength and social influence, especially in comparison with its Bosnian coun- terpart. Other reasons for its supremacy are to be found in the fact that Zagreb was a Central European city with a sizeable German-speaking population.As early as April 1933, the Federation of Jewish Commu- nities set up its Central Board, charged with providing assistan- ce to the German Jews. The Yugoslav Zionist Union, with a ve- teran Zionist activist Dr Alexander Licht, at its head, immediate- ly joined in, suggesting that the aid should be “concentrated in one place”.3 The Zionist Union had already decided that “refu- gee care” was one of the priorities.4
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4 DAZ, Fund of Lawyer and Notary A. Licht, 126; submitted minutes of 
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6 DAZ,. Fund of Lawyer and Notary A. Licht, Zionist activities
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A “great meeting of the Zagreb Jews” was held in Zagreb in Мау to discuss the ongoing expulsions of Jewish in Germany”. The chief rabbi and senator Isak Alkalaj, Licht him- self and a non-Zionist Rudolf Rodanić together addressed the meeting, obviously to underline the sense of unity within the congregation. The meeting established the Local Board for the Assistance to the Jews Coming from Germany5, and was rena- med into the Jewish Refugees’ Relief Board, in 1939.6 Dr. Mak- so Pscherhof, the then president of the Community, chaired it, while the secretary of the Jewish Community, Aleksandar Klajn, was in charge of the operations.7 In July 1933 the Board asked the Zagreb Jews. “not to undertake individual actions aimed at providing апу type of assistance to the Jews from Germany. All that work and the entire action are concentrated in one place, 



the Local Board.”8 In a fund-raising drive, the Zagreb commu- nity collected 572,000 dinars in just two weeks of Мау 1933, and 1.18 million until the end of the уеаг.Since its foundation, the Board enjoyed generous fmancial backing of various Jewish institutions from abroad: Zagreb also became the home of the central Yugoslav subsidiary of HICEM, the world emigration and relief organization (Hias - Jca - Emi- gration - Federation, i.e. Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society), with headquarters in Paris. HICEM provided financial assistance to Jewish immigrants to Palestine and other overseas countries. The head office in Paris required a centralized nation-wide or- ganization for the entire emigration operation and the Federa- tion officially transferred the responsibility of the National Bo- ard for the Assistance to Refugees to the Zagreb board, in Sep- tember 1936.8 9 10 11 12 The secretary of the Jewish community in Za- greb, Aleksandar Klajn, was also a HICEM agent.w “The accom- modation effort for emigrants is largely concentrated in Zagreb, which was also the center of correspondence with HICEM,” says a report to the Executive Board of the Federatton, 11 and when HICEM organized a conference in Paris, it was held that it would be “most useful to send someone from Zagreb”, so Klajn went?2 In Јапиагу 1937, Klajn and Oton Heinrich attended a si- milar conference in Vienna?3
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That this autonomy was quite unusual in other activities was evident from the fact that the Rules of the Jewish Community in Zagreb provided that the Community needed a 



formal approval of the Executive Board of the Federation when electing its rabbi.14HICEM was covering only the travel costs for Jewish emi- grants going to other countries, but their stay in Yugoslavia was the responsibility of the local Jewish communities that provided temporary residence. In Paris, Klajn was “promised a certain amount of топеу for the emigrants, but its effects were yet to be seen”. However, certain communities sometimes sent the emigrants to Zagreb, and they were wamed that the “Zagreb community will have to send them back to their previous place of residence.”15The American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JO- INT) also committed considerable amounts of топеуЈб In early 1936, the JOINT turned down applications because both the Belgrade Federation and the Zagreb Board applied, while in la- te 1936 only Zagreb applied asking for “extraordinary material aid” for the refugees. Belgrade was agreed with to “have the re- ceived aid split into even shares” between the Federation and the Zagreb Board.17 True, the Zagreb Board enjoyed substantial autonomy, since the Federation, for instance, asked it to “send us copies of its letters in order ■ to keep our archives updated” and it later committed itself to “letting the Zagreb Board have 50% of the funds received ffom abroad”?8All these accomplishments - finding refuge for a large number of Jews from the Reich and the way in which that was done - was remembered among the Jews for its spirit of gen- erosity and an impeccable organization. The Hevra Kadisha from Zagreb also helped, in топеу, but also by providing ac- commodation, education and specialized training for refugees.
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In Zagreb in the thirties the Palestinian Office for Yugoslavia was very active. It arranged for the immigration do- cuments, i.e. performed consular duties. The office of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, based in Berlin, with a mandate to protect the interests of Jewish immigrants and Jews in general was also on the list of contacts. The Jewish Agency was recog- nized by the British Government and its offices in Palestine. The Zagreb Board collaborated with the Berlin-based Zentralstelle fiir jiidische Wirtschaftshilfe, founded in 1933 with the aim to help the German Jews to leave the country and start a new life in third countries.In the period between 1933 and 1941, the Zagreb Board welcomed, provided advice and referred to other countries some 55,000 persons. The table below shows their numbers by уеаг.
1933. 4,400
1934. 4,200
1935. 2,400
1936. 2,200
1937. 2,800
1938. 11,700
1939. 15,400
1949. 9,300
1941. 3,100

Source: Volkl, Religious CommunityIn July 1933, according to the Local Board for the Assi- stance to the Jews from Germany “scores of Jews from Germany are pouring in daily, some of them staying here, and others con- tinuing their јоитеу, hoping to find better living conditions for themselves and their families elsewhere”.19 A prominent Jewish activist, Belgrader David Albala, also claimed in those days that the people in Zagreb were “overloaded” with the work they were doing for the refugees from Germany.20
19 DAZ, Fund of Lawyer and Notary A. Licht, 439
20 DAZ, Fund of Lawyer and Notary A. Licht, 72



The Yugoslav consular authorities even recommended emigration into Yugoslavia, not only out of altruism, but also expecting that this would ensure the influx of hardworking, constructive and enterprising people, who would also bring ca- pital into the country. “Indeed, the first wave did introduce in- to Yugoslavia a couple of hundred of immigrants, who tried to position themselves on the market using the capital they bro- ught with them”.21 22 Thus, for instance, “a German lawyer with 80,000 dinars worth of capital is looking for a job or апу suita- ble area of work”.22 This group included several major investors in Zagreb’s industry, but those investments were never brought about because, among other things, of the German laws ob- structing intemational топеу transfers.23 * 25 Several rich families settled permanently on the Croatian coast, while “a large num- ber of intellectual proletariat and civil servants continued for Palestine.”24

21 The report of Adk>andar Klajn, secretary of the Board for the Assistan- 
ce to Jewish Refugees in Zagreb, Židov, 36/1936

22 The Jew 30/1933
23 Volkl, Religious Community
24 Alelksandar Klajn’s report - Židov 36/1936
25 Aeksandar Klajn’s report, Židov 36/1936

Ву the end of 1937, refugee numbers began to subside; namely, to that date, only 400 German refugees made a stop in Yugoslavia. Of those 400, 60 stayed in Zagreb, seven of them in- vested considerable capital in different sectors of industry (che- mical in particular), three became stockholders, five had trave- ling documents as representatives of foreign companies, four were granted work permits as special personnel, a dozen fami- lies lived off the interest on the capital that they either brought with them or had it in other countries, ten received training in different trades under the auspices of the Zagreb Relief Board, in order to later leave for Palestine. Мапу came and went, but the number of those who between 1933 and 1936 permanent- ly settled in Zagreb essentially remained the same.2^



The newcomers in Zagreb included families with children of school age, from elementary school to college. Already in 1933, the Zagreb Jewish school formed a special class for the children of German immigrants, whose numbers fluctuated as they came and went» but in the school уеаг 1933-34, the class had between 15 and 20 students, of which nine were assigned to the regular school.^6Under such circumstances, there were 60 Jewish German refugee families registered in Zagreb in 1937 who paid for the- ir own accommodation, while another 78 persons were suppor- ted by the Refugee Relief Board. Also, all refugees attended lan- guage lessons and vocational training, and the Board also tried to find them jobs. Мапу refugees from the Reich arrived with- out апу топеу or valuables, and the Board also provided them food, accommodation, took care of their traveling costs, and even paid them a small allowance. In 1939, the Supreme Rab- binate in Zagreb invited “families who are willing to host refu- gees for the Seder dinner” to apply?7 Thus, the Korda family had one immigrant coming to lunch and another one to dinner - “We entertain young men and women of the same age as ту brother and I, we get together... forget about fear and the thre- ats from the Nazis, we dance, laugh, tell jokes.”28The Refugee Relief Board did its best to attract German Jews, above all those with considerable capital, to settle in Yugoslavia and thus make the Jewish community here stronger. It maintained contacts with the Berlin-based Hilfsverein der Ju- 
den in Deutschland, an association that informed the German Jews about the living and working conditions in Yugoslavia. However, it tumed out that permanent residence was very dif- ficult to obtain, and only those who had no place to go or did not leave on time were still there when the Germans occupied Croatia, in April 1941.

26 Židov 12/1939
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The number of refugees soared dramatically since the Ansschluss (annexation), in March 1938. Ву the end of March, the Executive and Main Boards of the Federation of Jewish Reli- gious Centers sat in Belgrade to “explore the possibility of provi- ding assistance for the Austrian brethren, much needed after the latest developments in that country.”29 The boards established the Central Support Fund as a permanent institution to which Jewish communities countrywide would make regular contributions by either levying an extra tax upon their members or by introducing it as a separate budget entry?0 This marked the beginning of a series of emergency situations requiring extraordinary assistance - in шопеу or other - almost on a daily basis.3^ “Difficulties are getting ever bigger, since the growing needs exceed the inflow of funds,” an October 1938 report said.32In late 1939, the Federation of Jewish Communities esti- mated that it needed a total of 1 million dinars per уеаг for re- fugee assistance, a sum that soon proved insufficient as the number of refugees increased.33 The Social Board of the Fede- ration of Jewish Communities ■ calculated in Мау 1939 that the Zagreb Center needed to spend more than 2 million dinars per
29 Minutes of the extraordinary session of the Executive Board of the Fe- 
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уеаг on the “registered refugees” alone. Other estimates put this amount to “200,000 per month”, that is almost 2.5 miUion per уеаг. Obviously, Zagreb needed help and it was suggested that the centers nationwide should raise their contributions to the Social Fund from 10% to 15% and “observe in full their obliga- tions to the Social Fund” of the Federation of Jewish Communi- ties.3^ Towards the end of that уеаг, the situation became increasingly dramatic. “The Community will not be able to саггу the load that the circumstances had forced upon it. The number of its proteges is rising sharply,” Zagreb reported to Belgrade. In fall, the number of proteges “came to around 400”, and in De- cember to “over 600, and indications are that it will soon reach 1,000”. “The Zagreb Community does not expect to be crowned with laurel for its work, since it has only done its duty, but it do- es expect all the parts of our community to be equally dutiful.”^5 Мопеу came to Zagreb from various funds. In early 1939, for instance, the Zagreb Community was refunded by the Central Support Fund 30,297 dinars worth of “топеу spent on aid for various refugees”.36 The Federation did not рау Zagreb the required sum until the end of the уеаг, stating that “we were so taken aback by the circumstances that it was virtually impossi- ble to effectuate the payment earlier”^7The secretary of the Zagreb community and HICEM agent, Aleksandar Klajn, traveled to Paris to raise the needed funds. It is not clear whether this trip was a success.38
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Help came in different forms: in June 1939, the Zagreb community had to purchase new boat tickets for 32 refugees “because the Italian Steamboat Association refused to accept the tickets paid in German marks”.39 Refugees who lived out- side Zagreb also needed assistance. Addressing a meeting of the Main Board of the Federation, the Communiit/s president Dr. Hom “described the difficult situation in which a group of 43 refugees from the Austrian province of Burgenland found itself in Podravska Slatina, and asked the Federation to do whatever it could to help these people as efficiently as possi- ble”.40 When two months later “they were given the opportu- nity to leave”, “the Zagreb Community provided 35,000 dinars for traveling expenses, since at this point the Federation had no топеу.”41The assistance provided by the Zagreb Jewish community to the refugees from the Reich was uninterrupted. In a docu- ment describing the refugee situation in April 1940, the Jewish community asked its members to “perform the duty that, as Jews, they have to their victimized brethren by donating gene- rous amounts, and commit acts of personal sacrifice, since only by making personal sacrifice can we contribute to the effort of our community to help these poor people.”4^ Judging from Alexander Lichds correspondence, Belgrade fell short of ехрес- tations in this respect.39 * 41 42 43
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Since early 1938, after the Italian policy toward Jews be- came more rigid the previous уеаг, Jews from Italy frequently 



tried to reach Vugoslavia.44 Italian government started imple- menting anti-Jewish measures. The next уеаг, the Italian autho- rities “asked Jewish foreign citizens to leave Italy within a set deadline”, and a royal decree on the “defense of the Italian ra- ce”, passed in November, banned, among other things, the insti- tution of mixed marriage45 46 47 48 Those illegal transfers from Italy to Yugoslavia at Susak were subject to special police investigation by the police, after tips suggesting that they were organized by “a certain Goldstein from Varšavska Street, Zagreb,” and that the “transfers are getting through by boat” and then “by cars, all the way to Zagreb”. The investigation resulted in a wrongful ar- rest of a Zagreb Jew Hinko Živko Goldstein, “known as a relia- ble and honest merchant and citizen”. It was eventually conclu- ded that some Italian Jew provided the boats, but that people had to fend for themselves once they reached Sušak. Besides, “the transfers never assumed massive proportions”.46
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This is when the HICEM agent for Yugoslavia tried to “con- vince HICEM to also provide assistance for individuals who en- tered Yugoslavia before 1933 and are now requested to leave the country.”47Yugoslavia and the Zagreb community became particular- ly highly valued among the refugees after the war broke out in Europe, in 1939, since Yugoslavia managed to stay out of it un- til April 1941. As France, Poland and Czechoslovakia were no longer penetrable, Yugoslavia was one of the few countries that still offered some chance of escape. Furthermore, some Polish Jews, escaping the Nazi аппу, attempted to enter Yugoslavia through Romania and Hungary.48 Some refugee transports tra- 



veled down the Danube River, and were taken care of by the Jewish community of Vukovar.^9 The Jewish community in Ča- kovec looked after a “large number of refugees” stationed there.5o In those months, the number of refugees went up dra- matically and it only began to drop in 1940, when the borders of the Reich became virtually tight-closed for Jews. To be preci- se, since the beginning of the war in September 1939, the Ge- stapo started expelling Jews from Austria without апу docu- ments; the Yugoslav authorities, usually after prolonged waits in the no-man’s-land, were left with no choice but to let them into the country, leaving them in the hands of the Jewish orga- nizations, based mainly in Zagreb and the surrounding munici- palities.^1The wave of refugees got bigger and bigger: in October 1939, at the “German-Yugoslav border near the village of Cirin- ga, in the larger Maribor area, the border guards arrested “three suspects who smuggled Jews into our countiy...” One of them, a certain Aleksandar Kanik, was caught while waiting for “three Jews at the border” and before this he smuggled Jews into Za- greb, where there is already “an endless number of such run- aways”. He claimed that an entire organization existed in Za- gr<^!^... with a countrywide network of agents.”^2Early 1940 in Croatia saw the establishment of “collective dwellings” for the Jewish refugees who resided in a certain area “while in no possession of a valid residence permit (i.e. illegal- ly)”.53 The first dwellings were in the towns of Sombor (in the
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Tonšetić Villa)54 55 *, Lipik, Daruvar, Jastrebarsko, Fužine and Po- dravska Slatina.55
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The heaviest load, both financial and organizational, again fell to the Jewish Community in Zagreb. In February 1940, the lo- cal members of the Main Board of the Federation of Jewish Community met in Zagreb to form a “body that, in line with the conclusions of the Executive Board and regarding the issue of col- lective dwellings, will represent the Federation in the Jewish Community in Zagreb and provide it with instructions’’.^6 Altho- ugh the language of the minutes was rather diplomatic, the Za- greb group began acting on its own, i.e. some in Belgrade held that “a new body has been formed in Zagreb consisting of the members of the Main Board, which might pass decisions inde- pendently ffom the Executive Board”. This marked the beginning of a debate about the relations between the headquarters in Bel- grade and Zagreb. It unfolded very carefully, in gloves, with ac- ceptance on both sides (“we acknowledge the great effort our fri- ends in Zagreb have invested in the refugee issue”, and “the Za- greb Center, its president and secretary, Mr. Klajn, as well as many members of the Main Board who with love and understanding supported the Federation all deserve praise”)57. However, the di- scussion that started during the session of the Executive Board “was marked with a sense of mistrust toward the Zagreb mem- bers of the Main Board”. The vice-president of the Zagreb Community Lavoslav Steiner was given a free hand to inform that 



“the Zagreb members of the Main Board were, are and will be the best and the most loyal keepers of unity within our communi- ty”.58 Clearly, the financial problems were in the background of the conflict. In early March, a telegram was dispatched from Za- greb to Belgrade in which “the Zagreb members of the Main Bo- ard” reported that the Zagreb Community was soon expected to make a payment of 313,000 dinars, that it was “penniless and de- termined to avoid being in debts in the future”.59 Both parties then analyzed their costs once again; “new circumstantial details have surfaced on both sides”, and Zagreb was “asked to, for the sake of common good, accept all the friendly remarks”. However, at the session of the Executive Board of the Federation, its secre- tary general Šime Spitzer “pointed out the frustration of our fri- ends and colleagues from Zagreb, who feel abandoned in this dif- ficult situation and who have truly been pushed into a hopeless financial position”.60 It was calculated that, until the end of April, Zagreb covered “almost one half of the total costs” of the Yugoslav Jewish community, amounting to as much as 7 million dinars.^1 At that time, the Zagreb Jewish Community claimed more than 230,000 dinars from the Federation.62 On the other hand, both the Ashkenazi and Sephardic communities “appear among the Federation’s major debtors”^3In September 1940, “the members of the Main Board from Zagreb, the members of the Working Board of the Zionist Fede- ration of Yugoslavia and some prominent Jewish public figures” * * * * * * 
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met in Zagreb. The situation was getting increasingly dramatic, since the Federation and the Zagreb Community to that date had supported some 3,000 persons in collective dwellings, and getting clearance for their departure for Palestine and other co- untries involved a complicated procedure with an increasingly uncertain outcome.64

64 Minutes of the 23rd session of the Executive Board of the Federation, 
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65 Ben-Sasson, History, 1026-1027

With the establishment of the Independent State of Croa- tia (NDH), in April 1941, the Zagreb Jewish Community opera- ted under changed circumstances. It remained active througho- ut the war, which made it unique in NDH.Leaving a certain degree of freedom and autonomy to the Jewish community, the new Croatian Ustashe authorities some- what followed the Nazi model. In big Jewish ghettos in the oc- cupied Poland between 1939 and 1941, the German authorities ordered the formation of the Jewish Councils (Judenrate), which as a rule consisted of the more prominent members of the given community. Those councils acted as intermediaries: they conveyed the orders and demands of the occupational aut- horities and represented the Jewish community in its dealings with the occupational authorities. The council members enjoyed a certain (short-lived) safety and other privileges, but as soon as mass deportations to the death camps started in 1942, they were deported and killed together with everybody else.65 In German/s ally countries, such as Hungary, Slovakia, Bulgaria, and to a degree Romania, the Jewish centers never stopped working. When in spring of 1944 the Germans occu- pied Hungary, Eichmann’s communication with the Hungarian Jews went mainly through the Jewish Community in Budapest and its representatives. The Jewish councils in the ghettos at- tempted, and sometimes briefly succeeded, to alleviate a bit the hardship that the members of their communities endured. The- re were examples of the members of the councils who, in order 



to save their lives, collaborated with the Nazi authorities to the detriment of their fellow Jews, something that Hannah Arendt called “undoubtedly the most sinister chapter of the entire tra- gic story”.66 There is no record of апу such activities of the members of the Zagreb Council and other officials of the Zagreb Jewish Community. Quite the opposite, in the circumstances which deserved to be called impossible, there is no doubt that the Jewish Community of Zagreb did its utmost, and sometimes succeeded, to provide assistance to at least some of its members in distress, and save some of them. The Ustashe authorities in NDH obviously estimated - perhaps even followed recommen- dations by German representatives - that letting the Jewish Community remain active would make it easier for them to con- trol what was left of the Jewish community in Zagreb and else- where in NDH and, above all, the channels of financial aid from abroad. What is more, some in the regime may have believed that the existence of the Community could be used for propa- ganda purposes. The regime could thus boast about its liberal Jewish policy before important visitors from abroad (the Vati- can, for instance).

— Arendt, Eichmann, 117

The establishment of NDH resulted in the breakup of Za- greb’s contacts with the major intemational Jewish organizati- ons, both direct ones and the ones maintained through the Fe- deration in Belgrade. Amid a changed political reality, even the neighboring Slovenia became a distant foreign country, as did Split, a coastal town in Croatia, and many other parts of the country that were under the control of Italy or Hungary.As those intemational organizations (the American JOINT most of all) were ready to offer considerable material assistan- ce to their victimized brothers, the Zagreb Center maintained indirect contacts with them - via Italy, with neutral Switzer- land, and via Budapest with the representatives of Palestinian Jews in neutral Тигкеу (Istanbul). The Zagreb Jews who mana- ged to flee to Switzerland played a particularly important role 



here, with Zionist leader Alexander Licht taking a prominent place. On the basis of the existing documentation it is not pos- sible to establish the exact scale of financial aid that came in through those channels, but it is clear that the packages sent to concentration camps through Zagreb, as well as the maintenan- ce of “Lavoslav Schwartz” home for the aged were largely finan- ced from those sources. The benefactors preferred to see their топеу go to institutions that they could reasonably trust rather than to individuals. The Ustashe authorities put up with this, because it enabled them to have full control over the inflow of funds, apart from some other substantial indirect benefits, such as conversion of the much-needed hard сиггепсу, misappropri- ation of packages, etc. All this contributed to the authorities’ de- cision to leave alone the Zagreb Jewish Community, and let it survive, its activities reduced to a minimum, throughout the war. The Jewish communities in Hungary and Slovakia, which in the final phase of the war received considerable assistance from the International Red Cross as well, operated under simi- lar circumstances.67Unfortunately, very few documents have been saved to provide evidence about these events, and very few people were in a position to testify about them. To be sure, some contacts were never revealed, despite the regime’s eagerness to have a full insight into the dealings of the Community.The trip of Alksandar Klajn to Ljubljana, in March 1942, well illustrates the zeal with which the Ustashe authorities scru- tinized the intemational aid intended for the Jewish Center. The purpose of the trip was to “make arrangements regarding assistance to refugees”. “He was accompanied by Geza Farbak, deputy head of the Jewish Department of the Ustashe Admini- strative Office”, clearly to be kept under 24-hour control.68
67 Laquer, Secret, 58-60
68 HDA, collection of the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Croatia III- 
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While the activities of most Jewish Communities in Croa- tia were practically brought to a standstill by fall of 1941, Za- greb remained active in a number of ways. It gradually assumed the role of the umbrella organization for not just local Jews, but all Jewish sufferers in Croatia, as well as Bosnia-Herzegovina. This situation is well described in a circular sent by the Zagreb Community to all the Jewish Communities in Croatia on Мау 21, 1941: “We hereby inform you that by permission of the re- levant authority our center will continue with its regular activi- ties. Since it has been charged with taking care of the refugees in the territory of Croatia (that is, NDH - I.G.) we kindly ask you to do your utmost to support our efforts.”69The Ustashe authorities proclaimed that Jewish inmates in the camps were to get all the supplies only from the Jewish re- ligious centers, notably from Zagreb. At the same time, the cen- ters had to help their members and their families who were left with no income or living means. Their duties also included pro- viding supplies for the transports that passed through Zagreb, on their way to the concentration camps. All this entailed tre- mendous effort, in terms of both manpower and finance, and the Communit/s council and staff endured it with fascinating perseverance.There were three major sources of financing. First, the members’ contributions, which proved insufficient already during the summer and fall of 1941, because the majority of the mem- bers had been robbed, many sent to camps, or fled Zagreb. Se- cond, responding to the Communit/s repeated requests, in 1942 the Ustashe authorities began releasing tiny and inadequate sums from the Communit/s accounts that they had previously frozen. Third, the initially limited donations from the Jewish organizati- ons and individuals from neutral countries (Switzerland, Portu- gal, Тигкеу), as well as Hungary and Italy, which began coming in in late 1941, became since summer 1942 the Communit/s
69 Jewish Historical Museum, Fund of the Zagreb Jewish Center, registra- 
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main source of funds that kept alive the line of supplies for the camps, as well as other humanitarian activities/0The Zagreb Jewish Community dispatched the first truc- kload of clothes for Jasenovac in November 1941. This shipment was allegedly authorized by the future camp commander Vjeko- slav Maks Luburić himself, then the head of Office III, responsi- ble for setting up, running and securing concentration camps in Croatia. The Communir/s clerk, Robert Stein, accompanied the shipment. The Community had a list of 400 inmates who were to receive the packages and Stein was sent there to monitor the delivery.71 As of November 1941 considerable quantities of drugs - more than 150 different kinds - and sanitary material arrived in Jasenovac.72 The members of the Zagreb Jewish Community “mailed hundreds of packages to relatives and friends”, but “the Ustashe let the prisoners have just the leftovers”.73 According to Egon Berger, a Jasenovac inmate for 44 months, in November and December 1941 “suddenly thousands of packages started pouring in. We could see them, but could not know who they were for, because the Ustashe had removed all the addresses. Of course, many of the recipients were already dead. Those who sent those packages... will probably remember the enthusiasm and јоу they put into making the food, and it was all eaten up by the Ustashe”.74 Ante Ciliga, a politician, writer and Jasenovac inmate whose account of the time spent in the camp stirred con- troversy, described the relief shipments in the following way: “Certain manifestations of Jewish solidarity which I came across in Jasenovac stroke me as extraordinary, fantastic. The only aid shipments that arrived in the camp ffom the outside in a system-
70 HDA, Fund ZKRZ GUZ, No 306, box 10, 93
71 HDA, Fund 252, Section 28371; Jewish Historical Museum, Fund of 
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atic, steady and organized manner were Jewish, and all that through the Jewish Religious Community in Zagreb! Every week, this Community collected packages from individuals and made its own packages for the Jews who had no one to help them. They packed them together into two or three crates and, accom- panied by a Catholic Croat hired especially for the occasion, sent them by rail to Jasenovac. The shipments were made each Thursday, so that the packages could be handed out in time for Sabbath, during the day on Friday”.75Despite all the generous efforts of the Communit/s leader- ship, some were not satisfied with its work. In a letter sent to some relief organizations abroad in late 1941, a certain Leopold Pick, a refugee from the Reich, “gravely insulted and smeared the Community and its secretary general, Klajn.”^6Already in the summer of 1941, and again on two occasi- ons in 1942, Klajn traveled to the JOINT’s Budapest office in or- der to get assistance. Indeed, the JOINT had promised to give топеу.77 What is more, it seems that a representative of the JO- INT had arrived in Zagreb in July 1941, because the position of the Jewish Department was that “the топеу orders that might come in this way are both needed and welcome”.78 It seems that neither Klajn nor the Jewish Community got much топеу that time, only the equivalent of about USD 2,000 paid in the Hun- garian сиггепсу. Several smaller payments that followed were not enough to cover even one third of its most urgent needs. In March 1942 Klajn also traveled to Slovenia’s capital Ljubljana “for the purpose of making arrangements for the assistance to refugees”/9 Dragutin Rozenberg traveled to “Hungary, Italy and Switzerland” with the same mandate/0 as did Dezider Abra-
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ham.^1 As these effort proved completely unsatisfactory, in early 1942 Zagreb tumed to Jewish and other organizations in Switzerland, above all to Dr Alfred Silberschein, the chair of RE- LICO, in Geneva.82 In this way, one contingent of 1,200 boxes with provisions - sardines, sugar, macaroni, and canned food - was sent to concentration camps through the Intemational Red Cross.83 Registered as a Swiss сотрапу, RELICO could afford to let its activities sometimes overlap with the JOINT’s. A Swiss businessman, working as middleman, transferred fmancial aid to the Zagreb Jewish Community. At the same time, the JOINT sent three shipments - directly through the International Red Cross - of “large and wonderful packages” containing various drugs, mainly those that were in short supply in Zagreb. Most of them were forwarded to the camps.84 One of the shipments (“11 crates with medical products”) were sent to the Croatian Red Cross in July 1943 and distributed to the camps through the Zagreb Jewish Community.85 a brief overview of the war years, the Federation paid special tribute to Mr Kelert, the wartime Swiss consul in Zagreb, who was secretly bringing топеу for the Jewish community from Jewish intemational in- stitutions’ agents in Тигкеу.86 Some support arrived from Dela- sem, the organization of Italian Jews, which provided assistan- ce primarily to Jewish refugees in Italy and the territories under Italian occupation. Ante Ciliga claims that, in 1942, his Jewish fellow-inmates in Jasenovac told him that the топеу for the di- stribution of packages to the camp arrived in Zagreb through Budapest, “mostly from Jews in America and England”.87
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According to some accounts, in this way the Jewish Community sent to Jasenovac, Stara Gradiska, Lepoglava and some other camps remarkable quantities of clothes, medicines and hygiene products, and somewhere between 50,000 and 51,000 packages containing food (and tobacco).88 If this num- ber is correct, it means that during the four years of war, inclu- ding Sundays and holidays, the Jewish Community sent an ave- rage of 25 to 30 packages to the camps every week.89 The pac- kages were “stuffed with supplies and parceled in a professional way... and precise records were kept of when they were dis- patched”. Although they had to be standardized, thanks to the accounts of “various people and non-Jews who had been relea- sed from camps... we sometimes leamed that food for cooking was taken away from the inmates in Stara Gradiska and that they were allowed to keep ready-to-eat dry food only. Later on, we were informed that women prisoners were only allowed to keep cookies... We then adjusted the contents of the packages taking these information into account.” For instance, as regar- ded a shipment of clothes and men’s underwear to Jasenovac, the Community leamed that “the Ustashe took more than 90% of it for themselves”.90Relief shipments from abroad - mainly Switzerland — contained medicines as well, but not regularly. In a letter sent to RELICO on Јапиагу 30, 1943, the president of the Jewish Community, Hugo Kon, and rabbi Miroslav Shalom Freiberger complained about not having received a shipment of medicines for more than two and a half months.91 In a telegram to HICEM of February 13, 1943, Freiberger and Kon requested a shipment of medicines for that month. In those weeks, they approached other organizations in Geneva with the same request. It appe-
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ars that at one moment foreign suppliers were replaced by a lo- cal producer.In February 1943, Freiberger went out of his way to find matzo for Passover. The Jewish centers in Genoa and Trieste re- plied that a government ministry there had prevented the export of even the smallest of quantities.92 He sent the same let- ter to Geneva, Rome, to several addresses in Budapest, Suboti- ca. The outcome of this endeavor remained unknown.
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More than ever, the intemational contacts of the Zagreb Jewish Community proved vital during the operation “Kinder- transport”.In early 1942, the Jewish Agency initiated an extensive operation to save several thousand Jewish children from Hun- gary and neighboring countries and take them to Palestine. The Palestinian Office in Budapest allocated 50 children’s passes to the Zagreb Community.93 The Tepresentatives of the Catholic Church in Croatia, as well as the Swiss Consulate in Zagreb al- so took part in the action. A number of offices and individuals in Budapest and Istanbul who were to ассошрапу the children during their јоигпеу maintained extensive correspondence with Zagreb. The Istanbul office of the Jewish Agency for Palestine coordinated the entire action.94Initially, the Zagreb Community submitted a list with the names of 87 children and nine escorts. However, their numbers dropped all the time, and in early fall of 1942 only 32 names re- mained on the list, then 25, 20... On Јапиагу 15, 1943, the list contained 15 names, and only 12 by the end of that month.9^



Мапу from the list got deported or had fled the country. The iden- tity of the children was carefully hidden from the Ustashe autho- rities, and their addresses and other details never appeared on апу list. The Jewish organizations in Budapest and Switzerland complained about the ever-changing numbers, but to no avail.^6 In a letter to Budapest dated Јапиагу 14, Freiberger and Kon requested precise answers to the following questions: “When are the children due to leave?”, “What must they have on them (mi- nimum)?”, “How much are they allowed to take with them (max- imum)?”, “Will the escorts go with them all the way to Тигкеу and if not, will someone be allowed to take them to Budapest?” Three days later, they thanked a certain Otto Komoly from Buda- pest for his efforts,97 and started applying for passports two days after that.98 On Јапиагу 22, a telegram arrived from HICEM, con- firming a list of 14 passengers.99 However, getting Hungarian vi- sa proved to be a problem and Freiberger and Kon, now rather disheartened, tumed to the management in Geneva, urging them to reply to the letters they had sent almost two months earlier and begging them to speed up the bureaucratic procedure.100 On Јапиагу 28, HICEM informed them that the children’s passports had been approved and that Hungarian visas were now a matter of urgency. Three days later, they had a confirmation that Hunga- rian visas had been granted.wl On February 3, news arrived from Budapest that the “pictures are sent” and that the departure “sho- uld now be speeded up”.™2
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Freiberger also tumed to the Catholic Church for help, ur- ging it to get invplved in making the transport possible. Vatican diplomats and the Archbishop of Zagreb, Stepinac, spoke with the top officials of the Ustashe state, which is probably how the children eventually got their passports, given that until the very last moment the Ustashe authorities did everything to obstruct their departure.103 Finally, on Sunday, Febniary 7, 1943, 11 lit- tle boys and girls left for Palestine, Freiberger’s eleven-year-old son Ruben among them?04 Freiberger was offered to leave with the children, as their escort, and get out of harm’s way, but he had refused.^5 During their stop in Budapest, the Jewish chil- dren from Hungary and Slovakia took the names of the Croa- tian children from the original list, the majority of whom were either deported or dead. It is very likely that the certificates we- re out for sale.!06 The children reached Bucharest on February 12, five days after leaving Zagreb. From there, the Jewish Cen- ter in Zagreb received a telegram saying that “they are doing well and have continued the јоитеу”.107 Marija Bauer, who had lived in Istanbul for many years and was one of the кеу players in this rescue operation, hoped to see her grandson Fedor Fedja Franko in the transport, but discovered that a different child had arrived under his name.10^ In all likelihood, little Fedor pe- rished in the Nazi camp in Zemun, near Belgrade.109After 16 days, the children finally reached Palestine. Za- greb had news about them through Marija Bauer. Letters conti-
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nued to arrive even after Мау 1943, when Kon, Freiberger and others had already been deported.noOne of the last actions that Hugo Kon and Miroslav Sha- lom Freiberger undertook shortly before their deportation in Мау 1943 was an attempt to organize a new childrens’ tran- sport. Already on Јапиагу 28, the two men sent to Budapest a list of 28 names.m This new transport stirred more interest than the previous one: life in Zagreb was getting more difficult, hope of survival in the city was fading, and people started snatching at straws. Besides, it seems that in the days of the first transport, few believed that the children could actually reach Palestine. The success of the fist transport boosted hopes that escape was possible, and the Communit/s leadership suggested that a new transport should include “45 children”. Writing on Fe- bruary 9 to Drago Rosenberg, a member of the Zagreb communi- ty who had fled to Vicenza, Kon and Freiberger said that they were “trying to obtain the authorization for the new list of chil- dren to leave the country”.n2 However, the new transport never came into being, although Freiberger asked people in Budapest “to get the approval as soon as possible”. They wrote again on February 11, asking to add some more names on the list; an exchange of telegrams followed.n3 But it was all to no avail, the transport never left Zagreb and most children from the list were deported to Auschwitz in the beginning of March 1943.In June 1943, an initiative was launched in the Italian-run camp of Kraljevica (located some 20 km south-east of Rijeka, on the Adriatic coast) to send the children from the camp to Pale- stine. In early Мау, a list with the names of approximately 70 children from Kraljevica - potential immigrants to Palestine -
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was dispatched to Zagreb and Budapest. The news about the possibility to organize another transport reached other camps on the east coast of the Adriatic Sea, then under the control of the Italian forces. In a camp near Dubrovnik, as well as in the confinement camp on the Isle of Lopud, “in the spring of 1943 rumors started that the children were leaving for Palestine. The lists with names were made, but the parents were too distrust- ful to let children have. Soon, this was no longer mentioned.”114 The deportations from Zagreb in Мау 1943 put a stop to the ac- tion, since it was all to be organized through the Zagreb Community. Nothing could be done through other channels eit- her, because the Kraljevica prisoners were taken to the Island of Rab in the northeast Adriatic. After the capitulation of Italy, in September 1943, rather than to Palestine, the children were ta- ken to other safe destinations.n5Kon and Freiberger still maintained extensive and often unpleasant correspondence with those asking for information about the fate of their relatives or friends. Letters arrived from all parts, from Macedonia to the parts of Croatia under Italian occupation. To some they replied that their relatives were in Ja- senovac, and to others that they did “not know anything about the Jews who were taken to the labor camps in Germany”.114 115 116
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After Freiberger and Kon were deported in Мау 1943, Ašer Kišicky and Robert Gliicksthal took the helm.Although they were exposed to harassment and could never be sure whether they would live to see the next day, and once even detained for five days, Kišicky and Gliicksthal faced a lack of understanding from the part of the Jewish organizations abroad when they tried to explain the situation of the Jews who still remained in Zagreb. Gliicksthal wrote that in Budapest there were “people who do not seem to recognize us as the members 



of the same family”.117 The probable reason for this attitude was the entirely unfounded suspicion that the two men were Ustashe collaborators. The Federation paid them special tribute after the war. “Under the circumstances that prevailed in those days, the Community was as active as it was still possible. Certainly, the credit for this goes to Dr. Robert Gliicksthal, engineer Djura Kastl and Ašer Kišicky, who, at the cost of exposing themselves to gra- vest dangers, kept the Zagreb Community operational througho- ut the war - thus making it unique among 115 Jewish centers that existed in the pre-war Yugoslavia.”n8 All three men survived the war thanks to the fact that they were married to non-Jews and continued to lead the Zagreb Jewish Center until 1946.
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One of Kišick/s and Gliicksthal’s very first undertakings involved making intemational contacts, They wrote to the Jewish prisoners in the camp in Osnabriickn9 and to the Hun- garian Jews Relief Committee (Magyar Izraelitak Partfogo Iro- daja)?20 They dealt with similar matters as the leaders of the Center for the next two years.When the war ended, the . Zagreb Jewish Community sent letters to the Diaspora - from Califomia to Israel - informing re- latives and friends about the fate of their loved ones. Most of them were informed that the persons in question were “taken to the camp. Given that the above mentioned individual has not appeared until present day, there is a probability that he/she is no longer alive”.121 The dryness of the bureaucratic lingo only underlines the horror of the information. Similar letters were dispatched from Zagreb until 1952, as a reminder of past times. The Zagreb Center and the entire Jewish community faced dif- ferent challenges in the post-war period. A.D.


